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. SW:agens, Genres of Movements: Takard an Inteirated

Definition" dfl-cime Pivotal Terms in Centeinpirary

ithet!orical*eeryand Griticitth

a

(

Seminal works on"rbeotorie by,Bitzer, Prye,Eaack, lUmenfield, Griffin,

Simods and-others
1

have thrust the tares situation, genre
,

and movement

intb.the forafront,of rhetorical hoholarehip. Today, one can scarcely

,

1?

41,pen i new issue. of a speech communication journal without ,finding a

'f."t.hooretical or applied exploration into the meaning of on or more of
p

these concepts: Yet, despite the recent attention given these lay terms

of modern rhetoric, there exists little consensus as to the meaning and.

relationship of the three. 'Perusal of the literature suggests that

situation, genre and =lament hale beenAefined'and used in a number of

differing and mutually-exclusive ways. Firther, it Is not ?inodmeon-te I

4bp

find one of the concepts .defined in'termt of another. This latter

phenomenon has led' to an increasing circularity of definitionAls, for
,

example, when genres 41X. descritired'as being like situations, or w4pn

movements are conceived of as being closely akin to both situations and
,

genres.

In the followflg pages, I shall attempt to clarify the meaning and

relationship of situation,genre and movement. Beginning with an extended'

inquiry into the Arieus apAroichee taken to defining and binding these

key conceits, I shall.propoee and justify a set of integrated definitions.

This is, of ceurse,:a-vast sad, one' might almost say, presumptuous
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Situation, 2

undertaking, sq4,I do not claim thit my essay will amount\to the) "last

wordwon this subject. What I am suggesting is that to make further

prognosis in aituatjonal, generic 'and movement criticism,our'fiel4 must"

begin to come to consensuLas to the meaning and relationship of the

terms. The present essay is intended es but a single epos in that.

direction.'

Contemporary Conceptions of Situation, Genre and Movement

Any proposal for a new or ied underatending of frequently-cited

concepts assumes that present definitions are not entirely satisfactory.
1 :

.

-Thus, in the first part of this essay, I will examin0 the varying usages

of si uatien, genre and movement in contemporary literature. My reading

convis es me that-the,terms have lieens.andiditinue to bed applied in'

differing, philosophically contradictory and circular ways.2 1%811

first examine the confusion which surrounds the meanidg of 'each term,

taken individually. I will then survey discrepancies which

exist as to the hypothelsized"relatiMehips among the' tree.

I will examine essays which take a4reicedneney "theoretic

seeto

In ,ao. doing!,

al? 'approach .

to the terms as well as those which work primarily-from an "appaisd"

10
vantagepoint.--L

The varying individual definitions of rhetorical situations genre,

and movement ire difficult to sort out for the simple reason that all
A A

such definitions necessarily make remount) to each of the concepts of

rhetor, discoursevaudience and events. But, upon Olose scrutiny, subtle

differences may be det'cted in the ways in which successive authprs

Organise the rhetor, discourse,' audience and event elements 'which, together,

constitute any theory .f situsitticins gem's, or moVement.

4
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Rhetorical Situations

Let WI begin with a study of the, several conceptions of rhetorical

situatien. Perusal'of the.literaturesuggekts that situation haslbeen

variously defined as a context in which (1) objective, real events pall

forth and shape fitting rhetorical responses; (2) a Astor perceives an

exigence and intentionally encodes language designed to romoVe that

perceived deficiency, (3) an audience perceives a need for the syabolic

removal of an apparent exigence0and constrains a rhetor to provide

'Situation, 3

appropriate discourse, and (4) ssoolbination.of any twi of thkabbve.

The basic work on situation is,-ef course, Lloyd Bitseils 1968

description of a deterministic rhetorical context consisting of exigence,'

4
audience and constraints. Bitzer's exigence --pin imperfection marked

by urgency" (p. 6)-48 a catalyst *Decided in a context consisting of

"objective and publicly observable. historical facts" (p. 11), such as

the exigence Of pollution residing in the foals observable industrial

world (p. 7). BitZer's situation is deterministic beciu!se the objective

exigence controls the behavior of rhet4r and audience. Writes Bitzer,

"in any rhetorical situation there will be at least one controlling

exigence which functions as the organising principle: it 'apecifips the

.audispoe to be addredsed andthechange'to be effected. The once may

'or may not be perceived clearly by the rhetor or other perions in the

, situation" (p. 7. Later, Bitzer reiterates his point-that even

,

'contra the situation, meaning that rhetor intention and audienc e perception

are keyed to an empirical reality -(p. 9). Thus,#bjebtiie situations constrain

both the behavior'of rhetor and audience (p. 6), producing a fitting.

rhetorical utterance )(pp. 5,10).

.Bitzerts notion of situation as being somothincreal and deterministic

is Shared, at-least in part, by Edelmah5 and Gronbick.6 Writing of the

symbolic activity% of political actors, lelman pre the,"political

1

5 4.
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.seping" as a physical and intellectual reality which "limitiAperception

.

,
and response" (pp. 102-103). ''Continuing, 'Biel:man asseitd that. sSitings

1.

ndi only condition political acts. They mol4 the very peisonalities of

the actors" (p. 106; _see, also, pp. 96, 111); In Edelman's view, "political

sae must ix:compatible with settings icilly or rya:bond-ally expressive

of particular political norms, legitimit er postUres"(p. 110). Yet,

although Edelman 'seems to endorse the -act determinism of Bitmer,,'

Edelman also gives an independent, role to the rhetor asa kreeperagtive

manager of reality. Edelman argues that the political actor tranalates

facts and events into a symbolic reality to which political,audienosb

respond. -In other words, "mass publics respond to currently conspicuous

political symbols: not to 'facial" (p. 172), and it is the political

rhetor,who manages the symbolic reality of the masses (see pp. 13; 188,

15;10, 4 and 5). Edelman's discussion of the role of the rhetor as a

creator of situational reality intreduces a second definitional focus for

S.
,

the term situation. Situations may be viewed aa rhetor perception, choice,

.

and intentlan as well as deteiministic reality.

A second -form of duality, event-audience pe
,

is present in

Gronbeck's definition of situation. geemingly Gro k conceives of.

audience as the pivotal factor in situation: r highest point

* of audienci expectation must be discomered-by t e rheto cal artist.

Audience expectationi are psychological .states -ofilizidwhich build

steiidily, or pulsate through some situation; -,the rhetor must attempt to

icliptUre the ascends:10'6r intensity-o? spectatiOns at their peak to give

tie message maximum impact" (p. 86).. Audience "expectancies" are termed
4

the "key variables afflOing the timing of rhstorlael_moisagefqp. frot

Despite his apparent desire to treat audience, need/ospectatiOn as the

contr011ing aspect of.situational4betoric, Gronbeok, at
It

several poi*,
,

appears to endorse the Blear:Lan notion of situation as objecti* reality.
. . ..._ ., .

. Gronbock writes of ;events Ag causinglbe rapid or slow peaking of .the ' %.
6



Situations

audience* state of mind (p. 86) and cites the "limping of the atonic

bomb on. Hiroshima" (an event) as "productinglalmost immediate ppUiic

ancLeties for high official answers" (pp. 6647). The apparent

equivocation between evepts and audience perception as the germ of
1.

situational rhetoric is also.preient° in Gonbeckia Ourions titement that

"auditors' expectancies certainly or the.core of Bitser's concept of

rhetorical situations" (p. 86). I would argue, in contrast, that Bitser's

event-based determinism is quite pronounced. -

Thusfar, I,have'surveyed'definitionaof situation which (1) look

Sately to eventa (Baser) as the source of situation-hosed rhetoric or
.

(2) ,which look to a combination of either events apd rbitor intention e

,

(Edelman) or events. and audience expectation (atonbeck)as eourc.(a).

There remain a further three classes ,o5 situational definition-- definitions

4

which center the situation in rhetor choice, audience expectation or a

combination olichoice and a:Texts:flan. -

)
1 The premier statement of situational genesis via rhetor choice is to

1

be found in Vatz's criticism of Bitzer'a factual determinism.? Basing his

analysis on Edelman's 1971 work on Politics as SvmholicActib:, Vats

eletatea rhetor perception 14 arguing that pno.situation cansha,e a nature

inaspefileni of the perception of its interpreter or independents of the-

rhetoric with which.he chooses to characterize it" (p.154). The rhetor

acts as,the situational linchpin by (1), choosing the events to be discussed,

putting the events into a meaningjei structure (thereby giving presence

to facta) and (2) translating:the chow information tato meaning. (pp. 156..

I

57). This latter act, according to Vat , is'an act of' creativity,

interpretation and transcendence.in whit the rhetor uses "linguistic.
"1 .

depidtion " to make facts meaningful and salrient forthe audiAnce (pp. 357,

160). Vatz's rhetor is free to create differing rhetorical realities

Akrom essentially the same body of fact as in the example of John f.

$

we
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his choice to interpret the 'presence. e. of. Ruhatan missiled in Cuba' as

r

a-"grave crisis " "facing the country as contrasted to Richard M. Nixon'd
416 V

choice to 'eschew crisis rhetoric in dealing with.a BovietAnucleai

submarine. base in Cuba (pp. 159-60): ''.

An tional two relatively pits definitions of situation,aa

rhetor choice /perception/intention ma7be found in'works by Andrews
8

and
r

Conaigny.7 Andrews treats the rhetorical situation surrounding British

reaction to the 1861 seizureby the Captain of a United States warship:

of Confederate agents Mason and Slidell from the British- registered sail

packet Trent. He describes the situation as perceived by the British

government and demonstrates that Britain's thetorical response to the

seizure was based on a particular view of the rhetorical climate. Thus,

the coercive rhetorical strategy permed by Great Britain (and embodied

in discourse by Her Majesty's-goVesnment) was based on beliefs of British

military suptrioritz, feelings of moral rightness, an interpietation of

the seizure as illegal, a percedied need.to a4ta forceful case and,

fin117-, a desire to obtain both the release of the agents- and an

apology (pp. 56-50). The situation was the perception, intention and

choice of the British government. Conaigny'a theoretical aricire takes

. a similar approach to situation In an effort to reconcile the

antithetical definitions of Bitzer and Vets, Co develops &notion

of rhetoric' as art in which a rhetor both confronts, and maieges facts

(p..176)., Consigny faults Vats for asserting that rhstors may create,

situations will and for believing that facts do not serve ai-teal.

constraints (pp. 178,,179, 183): COnsigny attempts to reconcile the

. totally deterministic (Bitter) and completely free will (Vats) theories

of situation in a system of topics which allows the. rhetor to both function

.

, in an inasterminaituatidn and to manage real situational partiouliritfii
,

'(pp. 18645). Although Consigny'rejects iatils definition of situation,

& 1
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choibeli and intentions of the rhetor.;
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Situation, °V

Another class of situational definitions iithat in wide audiende'

I -

needs or expectations are said to btathe ihierdeterminetof a rhetor 4: .

discourse. Perhaps the earliest audience-basect.definition'may be found

in Black's 1965 treatise on-rhetorical criticien410 Black's Odience

orientation is clear in his 'definition of -rhetorical situation: "Situation

here refers,to the prevailing state of the audience's convictions, the

reputation Of the rhetor, the popularity and urgency othis stbjictl

in sum, to all the.extralingUiltic factori that influence an audiencela

reaction to a rhe3thCal discourse" (p. 133). be sure;Black writes of

thAtrhetdr's ity to affect audience expectation (pp. 34-35, 113); but

he emphaSize that an "argumentative situation" takes place wheli "objections s.

(to the rhetor's thesis] are likely to be in hie audience's minds" k

(pp. 147-50) and that the audience is the measure of incompatible ,ideas--

(p. 166). Black provides an example of the situation of the 110 Lincoln-

Douglas debates in which the context is defined as "a situation in which

hiS [Douglas'] constituents were bec7iffg increasingly agitated and

diVidedover the question whether slavery was to be allowed into the

territories" (p. 157).elack argues that the rheto has a range of
?

choices in a situation (pp. 133-36, espectedy); but throughout the

discussion of rhetor choice, t14 opinion of the audience appears to retain

theoretical primacy` (see pp. 167, 173-75,,especial4).
, *

Similar in nature to Black's. audience -based presentation are

definitions by Hunrer and Smith, by Baiterrand Kennedy ,12 and by Rubin

API
and Rubin. The Hunsaker and Smith article is complicated, for the

%
authors introduce into the discussion of situation the concepts of

issue formation and, issue perception,aa well as a differentiation betikon

13

(1) the ."situatio apd "actual" audiences and (2) "logical" versus.
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"rhetorical" constraias. 'Yet, their definition is prominently audience-

centered for they assert that the."iSeue perceptions of an audience

'caught, up in a situation Umtata the bompleic event known as the rhetoriCal
A 44;

situation" (p.,154). Further, while they trait fabta as -a starting point
t .

for, situational rhet9ric (pp. 146, 1'55). and while they also accept the-

importance, ofFhetor perception (pi. 145, 156), Runaiaker and Smith,

citing definiticy of situftiOn9 by Bitzers- Vat's and Consigny, high_Light

the need for increased emphasis on the audience (A. 144-45): Finally,

according to these

perceptions of the

hot the audience, who must labor to, "reconcile, this disparity" (p. 153),

Thus, when a rhetor. "adopts the strategy of avoidance, and does no

authors, "if there is a disperity tween the.ieue
those of

speaker and/the actual a,udience,P it is the Taker,

address theissuet that have salence for the aUdience," he wiLl
.

punished with failure (p. 154). 4axter and Kennedy, "haring an interest

in audiences, 'write of' si tuation as, "an "epochal whole of becoming" (p. 162)

in which the., "rhetbr emerges in response to the truthssomotivess, and need
--a

for conufaadty of an audience" (p. 162). The rhetor is viewed as subsidiary,

for it is the audience which calls .for the rhetor. In a case study of
Lsir ion-based communication 'Rubin and Rubin similarly describe the.

discourse of Weight Watchers program speakers as resulting from needs

of the participant in the progrtun-he° audience (pp. 136,40); Further,

the baSic situational exigence is seen as the individual aeiher Id

perc(eption.of his,overweight co (p. 134). Th4s, audience need both

provides the exigence and constrains the rhetoric of the Weight Watcher's?
2

program. The situation,- according to Rubin and Rubin, dictiktes the
4

purpose, therm, matter and style °D Weight Whchers program messages.

/ The final conceptions of situation, that I will treat, are those .

in Which discourse is seen as motivated by 4 combination of rhetor choice

a'

p
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"and audience need. Such an approach is to be'found in Arnold's textbook
. .

. , . .

-CriticiaM of Cr4 Rhetoric.14

k leads,,"Arnbldis exegesis of the
.0/. .

vetsing his analysis on listener attitude,'Arnold probes an example
t

, --,

,speaking situation, seeking out the needs, expeCtations.and wishes- of

Although Ostensibly, lIcaloi P.m] Bit-zer s

situation begtnyrith the audience (pp. 28-29):
A

the audience (101). 29-32; see,.niso, pp. 33,40). Arnold concludes that

the ieicektions, motivations, and experienceW the respondents are the

' ultimate forces through wbich-the rhetor must gahatever influence he

seeks4 (p.,40). Although treating audience attitude as the ultimate',

. rhetorical constraint, Arnold also views diecourse as a source of rhetorical

situations: dialogue . . rhetorical situations [may be] treated within

and lot talk iteelf1.1.(p.g40).. He cites an exampAltof a htsbandwife

conversation in. which the husband's rearftCreated a "special rhiewtoidcal.

situation" to which the wife felt constriped to respond (p. ,

Thus, according to,Arnold, the rhetor possesses some freedom

Constraints based on audience need. The rhetor may shape discourse so as

to constrain the listener. Hiller, in itis analysis of anti-Corn Law and

Chartist*rhetoric,also views situation as springing,from the interaction

of rhetor and audience intentioes.15. He emphasizes situational' perception,
t.

asserting that "as exigence is a conclusion in the mind of its perceiver"

(p. 112). Both the rhetoris perceived exigence and his potion of what--

constrains his discourse are fuse into speaker intent Correspondingly,

the audience's perception of both exigence and Constraint creates a set
, 0

of listener expectations (pp. 116 -17). Miller viers the rhetar4ira

creative ajent who-seeks to reconcile, via discourse, his orb perceptions,

'PO
to those ofthe audience. .Accordirgly, the critical assessment of speaker

//
excellence should be based on judgments of the rhetor's effectiveness

as a=- manager of Illoth hisown and the audience's constraints.

p
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-lawig final case studied reveal. er scbolarly'interest'in the

r I .
, . . 'I''\.

situational interaction of sneaker, and .1 stener perceptions.'. /xi his , .

r-,

Study of Vige Prelicidatil*';g4idate Thoiss Eagleton's effort to ovorcOme

the atigmg of psychiatric treatment (and thereby remain on 1972
_

.' ,v,.

Democratic ticketOtPait,on..14, takSt'aValyired ,, speech making as a-iiie .46 ! au i , ,s, . i T.

answer. to hialetgeptionsof audience expectation. Based on 1

"Midwestern worldwiew"the MissouriSellator heard his'audience "galling
. t.-7-ft /4 1

'for initiative and determination in a crisis situation" (p. 284). Thus,

1 ..
-responding to only selected eleMents of an inherently subjective situation,

I. /r

Eagleton ethharked Ma strategy' of self defense which further weakened .

0

the candidacy of George McGovern. Gregg also uses situational perception

-

.

asa vehicle,gor sorting outfltradistory factors of rhetOr motive and.

audience reaction in the situation of Senator Arthur Vandedberg's'speech

on internationalism in foreign policy, iituniaryjO, 1945.17%GreOls goal'
.

,

id "to arguethat the !dramatic conversion' interpretation of, the

Vafidenberg speech is incorrect . (and] that an analyiiirof the ,

interacting constituents of the rhetorical situation ;misting on January

102'045, which emphasizes human intention, expectancy; and pert pt

uncolert a situation marked by- ty and shaped.partly-but importantly

by accident" 4. 1,56). Preden an, interpretatlon of(Vandenberg's"

motives and needs together withlhe needs 4nd moves of thelloodiv'elt
4

Administration andotheadwilipaper press, &egg provides a cogent

.4, explanation of the genesis of Vandenberg's speech and reactions:to its
,

., ,L

4atseems'clear, that no consylbus his Yet emerdedas to the nature

A

of .the -rhetorical situation. Approaches centering on events, rhetor

intentions, audience needs ore combiRatign of these-three elements.

complicate the application of situational theory to rhetorie.18 Beiond.
,

these differing notions of rhetorical motive reside two'crucial 'items

12
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whose resolution is a sineAans for any coherent theory's! situation:
. . '4,7

-
. ) r"t

(1) does the rhetoricalesituation constitute 4 reality Poutlqre" Si are$
. .A ,A

.. ' situations 'lint' People? and (2) dose the situational context' function
.

in aidaiteradnistio !at/lion:or do actors possessAn-indepandiot, freewill?

1

I will Confront these qgestions'in the 'attar portion of theessai.

MP

rRheterical Genres'

.

Definitions of rhetorical genre are OTOU more diffuse than
,

't.-.

AP

5.1

those otsituation. This is beoaueestud use, of ,situational
t

... - ,

cencepte in their narratione,, thereby comp icatin raja evont

rhstor,,discourse and audience in the formation of genres. 4 writers owrn '' %

.
,, .

, 41 ' '

-genrei,of which I am aware, agree that genre necessarily implies a stylistic

...;1;4 '

.

or lingpiytic similarity which binds togetheriworfns okdiffering times and .

,.... .
,

.,,by differing rhetors: *Sharp differences emerge, however, with respect - ,c-

to the ways izi which critics ,account f r the,stylistic featbrea shared'bill .

members of a genre. Some writers see m need to posit a cause or-causea.

;.110
- .

4

..for rhetori cal archtypes and,define genre, Simply,'as a it of stylistic

features shared by disCourseef Yet, mat writers *peat to believe theta

viable theory"o! genre must explicitelY iccouptfor strategic likenesses

. via acme analysis of Aetorical motive. The emergenco! generic formIas
. ,

been attributed to (1) the unfolding of social-realitiee (eventswtdch

impose spalogoPeconstraints onthe,pi-oductions of,rhotors, ,(2),recurfiing
asIV

.

perceptions, intention's and free language, hoices by rhetorea9) eindlar
rt .

speaker responses-to the needs, expectations and demandsof aPdiences:

(4),iocisions of critics to classifi-byhighlighting certain strategic
I o.

features of discourse and (5) a combination of any two or more of the above.

As I mentioned earlier, genre'analysts agree that discourses must possess .

linguistic likeness. in biller to qualify for generic kinshipe.-YOr initance

Lawrence Rosenfield begins his essaron'analogue.c4ticism by aesertiAg.:
. ,

that epeichee by Richard M. Nixon And Harry ;S. Truman poseesseirsimilar
... , ,

a



Situation, 12

.qiialities.and, thus, could validly be'analyzed in tendon:19 Jamieson makes-
.

.

the sane point, writing. "a genre of rhetoric contains specimen of

'.:rhetoric which share characteristics distinguishing them from specimens of

&that rhitoribai genres."2°-Writing of,"eihortative" messages, Edwin Black

'1the ,tom ugsnre,""strategy" and "style" almost ikerchangeably.
21

Linkmgelmake similar, generic claims fop certain speeches of
4,

'AP4°
public address) a family of speeches with sufficient elements

.
:commoe so as to warrant legitimately generic atatua.;",

22
One could compile

believe that apologetical discourses constitute a distinct

an extensive list of like-minded assertions.; but these eZaterptctroalour
,

articles generally thought of as being seminal in the field of genre

,anilydie,' sufficiently Illustrate the one point onwhiah genre scholars

agree: a genre is a family of assnonly styled discourses. '
0

We may,however, distinguish among three basic forma of genza

definitions: (1) those in which the pretience of-stylistic likeneals is

treated As being sufficient as a, defining charsAeristic, (2
. . .

. -

%. a e

which obseryAllifeatures of 'style are treated together with

those in

explications

of the origin of the stylistic elements, and (3) those in which stylistic

. ,

likeness is treated solely As a dependent variable and in which emphasis
.4?

1-

-is placed in the factors of genre formation.

Although some scholars appear to'treat-genre'on the basis of its

beingAi-intrinsic feature. of meesages,23 most 1iriterz-feel obligated to
-70

offer some explasation.for generic phenomena. Even FryawhoTdefines genre

as 'a "radical of pr sentation" and Vim uses such synonyms for genre as-

, OL d'

"farm," "conmention," "pattern!' and "structure,"' also gives weight to

etor intention as a factor in the paternity of genres. Pry:makes this

observation in connection with the genre of poetry, arguing thay"the

pOotle intention to produce e poem opsmuilly includes the genre,gthe.

intention, of producing a specific kind of Merbil et,ructure."25 The overlap

1
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of the stylistic definition irlth- notions of stylistic origin .(i.e.,
. ;

as a resin' Hof decisions motivated by events, rhetora, audiencei and orikite)

is to,:be found` the witting, of many rhatoricil schplars. ViT9.8
26

describes

genre as being based on "normative notions of classes" (p..98) exemplified
.

by popular acceptance of the form of the novel, blithe recognises the ability
. .

4

of rbetors to consciously used or alter generic, convention (pp. 9748;

. 10-105); Reichert27 treats genre as consisting of a set of : prOdUctiona

\which are related (a) because theirauthers chose common Unifying devices

in executing the works and (b)' because critics'have chosen ti highlight

certain patterns and to classify accordingly; Campbe1128 haeNwritten that

discourses possess generic affiliation4when they',"share basic stylistic and_

philosophicalAudgments" (p. 37) but sheelso recognises that it is the

critic who.perforie. the act of classification-(pp. 13, 37); 'Butler29
-,,..:.

conceives of the apOlogeticgenre as involving elements of style but.

slims that the "style will vary with the apolo " (p. U9).; Wootin3°

aemiminfes the recurring form of Hellenistio'amb-rsadorli speeches and
describes speeth similarities as originating in similar events or social

Ir. realities faced by the ambassadors; in two essays, Jemieson31 has examined

t4 relationship between succeeding genres (e.g., between the colonial

, . .
.

sermon and Washington's Inaugural Address or between-the British Sovereign's

speech from the throne and Washington's State of the Union Addresses), but
1

to this notion of style producing style she couples a de,joiption of genre

as resultingfrom both rhetor perception/intent /choice (1973, pp. 163, 165,

166, 168) and-from the Bitzerian situational demand of historical events

_(1973, p. 163; 110, Pp. 409, 414); Cragan32 describes generic brotherhood

as a commonality of di amatic form and theme but aIsowrites-of audience

perception'of the drama and audience sharing of the vision; and, ftnAlly,

.- although Chesebro and Hamsher33 treat elements (styli as the "defining

features" of genres (p. 330; tsee, also, P. 328),. they acknowledgethit an /
f>.
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audiene may. perceive a' work as belottging to a 'different genre than that

interided by a rhetor (p. 328).
r

MP
Having surveyed a number of analyses ire which stylistic features are

treated 48 coequal with rhetorical motive in the defining of genre, we

-1! may survey a humber of ipproaches in which style is treated as anantirely

.dependent variable -- definitions in which the formation of genre through

aspects of r etovical mbtivem(event,yheter, audience and critic) is'

.1:
/ tw, A large..numSerot writers have settled upon events as the

ilyle34 account of the genre of gailowrspeeche
4

looks primarily to the surroaing,coniext otWients as the'priipal

factor behinetMe stylietiCpredictability of thii speech type. 'Other-

.

c

germinal factor ih1georn. 8

authors have, identified rhetoric as, being motivated liesuchobservable

social phenomena as "governmehi polioies,"35 and the "reality" of "oppression".

via "sexismIlliknd "racism. "36 Martin37, also looks to an evint-based tp4) of

occasion writing that t14 "occasion createi an'audience" and that it

determines the speaker -role (p. 247). Rhetorical critics have rooted genres

of rhtoricnin a kind:z&economic determinism. Scott and Smith
38 identify

,

rhetoric-producing -social divisions as resulting priparily from objective

scenic factors. Brapdere" and Sillars4° look to vicissitudes of the

economy as being instrumental in iroduoinithe'*4con'tent which, in turn,

motivates a rhetoric Ufirevolt or protest. Ni0h andGoldsan141 view tuition

and salary dlicisions by university administrator, as the "piampting`
gl

fadtors which invited, agitation" at the University of Michigan.
;

Several

zz.
authors couple events with one or Sore additional rhetorical moZt.ell =

e

ad an explanation oihetoripal behavior: Bormane treats the instiitutLn

of gravely as the-major impetus forttePrhetorieoftbolitiondc..1.15,

especially), bug alas( looks to factors dirhetar'judgmentand choide in

thezse of conversion versus strategies (pp. 29, 32) 35).

.
It*

/
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Orontaok43 hypothesizeOhat events, audience expectations decisions by
.

,

. critics are oriticaliiktile'fOrmation of genres. sid144 emphasizes the
.

.
..4r,

rely of "identifiable historical situation" (p. 259) the creation of

'pro-war "homefrontnspeaking but also gives attentio to the close

connection between objective events and subjectitve speaker purpose and

audiencepiirientatton (pp. 259, 261:). Simons45,identifies three active"

factors in genre development: ..situation (presumably, events.), rhetoi

.purpose and investigator Methcdkogy. Ware and Link-144146,6os a close

00 y relationship between events, rhetor choice and audience perception in

situations of personal attack and defense. Patten calls for increased
...

attention to purpose and events in genre criticism.
la

Event-bated notibssuef genre formation tend to be determinlitic

when social reality is viewed as the predominant motive fordiscourse)

or quasi - deterministic (when rhetor purpose, aUdience expectatten or

critic'ejudgment are viewed as at least partially independent of

events). Many scholars, - however, prefer to locate generic rhetoric,

.partially or entirely, within the realm of the free perceptions, intentions

and choices made by rhetors. Burge9246 and Chesebro49 have presented

rhetor perception and intention as something which flowsfiom the shared

world-view of cultures to which rhotors belong., In two essays ....one theory

.

based-atidanother aCide study .. - Campbell centers genre on the ferceptione

. and intentions-4o e of rhetora, _exemplified by women's libemmtion,r .

speakers.5° Related ge studies of the rhetoric of womehth liberation

by Hancock51 and Hope52 also view spelt:sr strategy as a vehiclifor idefipng
.-.,

. .

the exigence and expressing an intention. Studies of 00 roniation and

the diatribe, as protest genres, also look to rhetor union as the

rhetoriCal germ. Andrew:353 focuses on the attempt by radical protesters-

to style their messages so as to preclude the exercise of free choice by

their audiences. Windt54 writes of the choice by lippies to al, meita the

.
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maitre audience of Americans. Finally, in an essay on the41973-4974 apologetic;

iheteriddi Richardi. Nixon, Harrell, Ware and Linkhgel write of Nixon 4

errors of perception and strategy in the Watergate situation, apcOrding
, . .

Andy to rhetor decisions.

As a set of approaches to geheric rhetoric, let me cite a

numb studies which emphasise demands bar audienced and delineations,

by ,the 6-audience in the development of language strategy

identifies"societAl and cultural expectations" by audiences (pp.

as a major constraint underlying the resignation speeches of both

,M. Nixon and Spiro T. Agnew.' Rosenfi(ld57 and Katula58 emphasise audience-

bate4 but also root apologetic communication in the personality

of and decisions by rhetors. .The most extensive bonsideration of audience

B/t8556

3,8)

Rischard

expectation-as a germinal factor of genre is to be found inLan article by

Mohrmann and ieff.59 These authors pattern their analysis after the generic.

system of Aristotle, (consisting of the eiideictic, forensic and deliberative

genres), a system in which, they.argue, "the aUdience is the central

element" Hohmann and Leff's own approach is similarly audience-
, . ,

oentered except that they acknowledge the r"s of situational events In
.

provoking audience needS and expectations.
60

ladle no writer has, to my

knowledge, defined genre solely frc theiperspective of the critic-as-

,audience, we may, identify Several who' View genre as-partly a critic-centered

phenomenon.--blis notion of.genre iistrbngly reflected in statements by

BUrke,apd Measell. 'In his opening, statement in the Philosophy of Libraky
.

Form Burke highlights the'magic involved in the process of naming any
4

61
situation. MeaseIll although he recognises the role of events and rhetor

:intention in theNprduction

relates similar situations

genres."
62

of glills,-Obsairvis that "the critic, as he

4

and discourses, is in fact the creator of

In this summary of forty-four worka.on genr44.we have observed a

IB,
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,

variety Of approaches to the concept. there is a consensus of opinion

that genre implies certain analogies in tolim,'schilars h4vinot come to .any

consensus as t, an explanation of geieric similarity. Genre theory is

leagued by' compiicotions of rhetorical motive akin to those found in

situation theory. ,,In the sec ection of his paper ',will confront

thee/6410ot issues of genre theory: (1), is a' stylistic definition ar genre .
9 0-

sufficient or mus theory of ienre,ImitcOunt' forsIheolwirgence of stYlietic
7.

.

4 , .
, ..

. 1..
patterns? (2) which is important- in a definition of genre...-the. styli/tic

, : - ,
.

or the pausal elements? .and (3) what %I.s .5r ere the motivi(s) for genre--,
0

.. , f. ' " ,' , ., v

social' reality,. free 'choicest ,bY'rhitteris deiminds by audiencea or deisisione'
-" , .. .

, .'
1 1 *

r'1

1 1. , ., '.'
* by m speoialised, Crigdal autitence? - , r. _

'. l : , 91 * .

. - .) * ,
* * '*. -. 'S -*

. .4 , II ' . ,

41

I
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, ,

as an aggregation, of persons sharing' ideology, goals id havinca lack of
.

..,Rhetorical Noliements
. '. -,_ ".." . : , - ,, , .- '. .

,
mtinitione of-rhetmti

.oal

ent prOr.,,e'd along.tiiiime general,
,,,

- .

.. . -

. </ .
..,,1% ' I .aines as do ;tippet of '7,t1torical gel*. fp fact,' many 05: the .gentes I..

, _ , , -', , ,,` ... i. A , 1 :, .. IA ;:..N

*I surveyed also ,reprodent.forms-of more:sent rhetoric abolitions's'

agitation, Black.for, - 'or s s, .., ,. ,, diatribe,611_, . ..,. .:* '6_5, ' I. "66: 6;1.11.61144' ii0,4n. 4.04. i 68

.., '
, 4Y 76 1 ''e . 71. s ,,!Petition, ixkilBoots, 0 .revop", Wow:ie LitMration, sid ,the %notion

412-: U/...;
. ) .

, _ ': , / .,. , . ,

of 'general oUli.liral Conflict, , WO. may expect .to' x-.9u. in 'the literature,
, . . "" ', ,'N.' _.'

.,
, ,

centertherefore, ilefinitiond of Movimsenti.Wach 'center on orients, ,rhetorii,
, ,., .., ,..

, , . , , ., . -...r ,.. .
_atidievia, etyle-og discoutse, ,deciaiene by critic or'bome,colabination of

..e the*. Many writers f4proach Pacreinent trove the ,vantagepoint of rhetof ,

.0
0 ' ' '1 %

t. , .
- Perception, intention andTchdice.".Siaienls seminal-, Picipdial for 'a "peory

poi pereuasion tor Social ptve'me' nts' !
73

-e mphaaizee
,

the ideology and tactics
*

af soderate, militaht and "interitediate"leadership. The focus is on 1.4

choices made by the ,le er and their, eft is on both movement participants
.

and elements 'ot the estabi shment. 1.1. ed authors have viewed I '

lio

,

;--monts as ."passion and ral con in need of organizatioh,PM and
.,

organization. 75. Sadth ,and Windes76 hive treated both general vocal

19
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divisione:(pp.i104(T0146) and specific decisions by rhetors.to ayOlLthef,-
4

Appearainber'aflundamental conflict with the.eatAblishment (pp. '1143 -15) ite.

the defining charactiLtistics of the "innovational ,movement!' as opposed tO

the radical movement. Chesebro,Cragan And McCullough77heie treated

consciousness-raising. as a means for "radical revolutionaries to abhieve

the. 'leVel of consciousness' necessary to engage rhetorical

clinfrontation." 7
While several have looked to theoommicator

#

ingredient of the movement,4 larger number of writers have examined

tit relationship between .the event and ihetor elements oflotive. .Although

reCegnimivg the influence of events, eagle by Griiiin," Simone,?? . .

Hahn and Gonchar8° and, Cox81 appear to loca*rheloriCal motivationprimirily

in the rhetor. Griffin posits feelings of alientation as the first

stage of a movement and traces. such feelings to events or attitudes
.

l462, especially). Simons looks 4 perceived irreeonoi/abIe differences

as the basii;:of social ochfliat (p. 231). Suah perciptioneAre

events because Simdns describeethei as n'ot always being subject to

0 reCsayoltiop by they are bitied on."cliimstoscerce status,

power and resources" and are not merel'y linguiatic. Hahn and Gonchiritreet .

shared belieffs(related to dedographic forces and "e*ironmental

characteristics") as'a sourbe,of shared activities
.

(the rhetor -e' act motive),

while Cox ,features

toga' ter with some

the goals, perceptions and cheices,brproteskleiders,

"consideration of the objective context,. in hia treetbent

of ranti-Vietnam War protest. Three essayists have taken the opposite tick,

-- eiaphasiziatthel'event halflortheevezrt-tiiestor equation.' Griffin describes

the rhetorical movement as something whii grows out of a historicil (i.p.,
,

real) context (pp. 18446). Both Andrwes8and Bowers and Oche84-preeent

rhetor perception and strategy as closAr'dorpendient on social observhbles.
. .

Of the final four eSsayewhich 1 surrey, three contain destiription.a Of
'..

,....,

20
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aovement which strongly Melee message atyle (the act element of the

. 'grammar Or aCtives) in the definition of movement' 'Reacting against the
/

adoption by rhetoricia4 of the sociologists' econii description of movements,

'Cathcm t85 constructed a definition which looked to the interaction Of
0

opposing ftetorsl'purposes and statements: Writes. Cathcart: "the abolition,

movement hegin,,not when individuals became aggrieved over theifect of

slavery, but iihen, perceiving that slavery would never be abolished.under

the itutiOn, they demanded the rattan, of all slaves, and when the

pokesmen ofthe established order responded in turn that the,abolitioniStel

real desire was to destroy the sista' of private property and free

enterprise" (p. 87). Wilkinson86 builds on Catheart's definition'ind

Zmith.and.Windes87 alio define movement as an interection of rhetor

("perceived social problems") and Statement ("rhetoticaelmoveaent may be

defined as acts
\

which include aObilizational appeals")..

The.final movement essay I have chosen to survey is one in which

audienc moed and critic decisiis share prominence with rhetor in the

corldn movement. Writing of their study of group dYnamics (the

"T:a stock" method) in a campaign to recruit rural physicians,: Barton and

88
Leary describe:the effortgof

.

rhetors (recruitment committees.in

communities lacking a physician) to adjust their "fantasy themes" to thoie

of the audience (young physicians). Finally, they describe the rhetorical .

ti

critic (p. 154) as one able to "influence the outcomet of social movements"
f

whin his special lairwledge is madeavailoable to the rhetor.

Clt is apparent that the issues surrounding the nature of movement are

not unlike those pertaining to the theory of genre: Is the behavior.of

movement rhetoreconstrainetd,bythe fabric of social reality, by their

own perceptions and free choices, by the needs of iudiences,, or by a

combination of the above (to say nothing of the active or passive role of

diseoufte and the critic 14 the evolution of movements)?

11

21
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4
ary Conceptions of the Helatiohship Among

Situation, Genre and Movvient

While discrepancies in individual' dephitioris of situation, genre
4s.

and movement cry out for resolution, one further definitional qUestien

must firs be considered before any reozianization is attempted. The

reader has probably already observed the overlap between.and.among

definitions of the three terms. One or.more of the canc4te have

frequently been defined in terms of another, but usuai4 in such away

asta further obfuscate rather than clarify the relationship. The basic

difficulty is twofold. .First, writers characteristically emphasise one

of the terms, providing, at best, aaureorYexamination of the other(sa.

This practice has resulted in confusion both as to the relationships among

the concepts and as to the meaning,aof the terdeii,'themeelves.Acondly,

writers often base a definition of 4Nne-term (for example, genre).on

another (for examplevsituation)withoutifither'(a) really defining the

latter notion or (b) acknowledging that a lack of merensus exists as to

the meaning of the letter concept. Such lasS resulted in a maisive begging

- of the question in rhetorical theory. *-

Let.ue first survey the literature to gain an underktanding of Common

notions about the relationship of situation to genre. Twenty- three, or

a little over half, of the "genre 'articles" explicitely treat the situation-

genre connection. However, only one of these essays contains a systematic

account of both-situation and genre." The s assert that rhetorical

genres.tiow from rhetorical situations witho really defining the idea

of sitU' ation. Articles before Bitserts sitsational vocabulary had

become well known are more hesitant on this point. Thus, Roselfield,. '(

Scott and Smith and Sly refer too designators such ar "conditions),

'"environment," "occasion" and "context" as often as they use, the expression

..0w-

"situation.4°' However, Viy 1972, the tendency to locate the origin of

a
22'
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generic phenomena in the conceit of aituation hadloccete colmotplaci
/.

Windt writes. of 'the Greek cynics as-being persons who *arodied the
.

rhetorical situation 'Ore and Linkugel treat genre is being a family- .

irdiscourses that occurs in and result. from a partlicular situation; Westin

explains vicisaitude. 'of Hellenistic ambaseaderls speeches by means of

difleAsoea-in situation; Campbell presents women's liberation rhetoric'

as a responsetow54's perceptions of the "rbetortal problem" tieing

low; 'Jamieson asserts that "genres are shaped in response to a,rhetoris
expectations of the

perception of the/audienci and the demands of the situation"; 4ohritann

4 _alt.
and-Leff arglAttt "the concept of genre assumes that certain typesf

situations provoke similar needs and expectations among atidiences"; Raum

2.) r and Heasell treat a rhetorical situation of latent polarisation as ling
a necessary condition for the rhetoric of polarization; Erlich asserts that,

"when a rhetor attempts to justify legal transgressiongiAertain topoi are

prescribed by the situation"; writing of sojeiies by -Nixon and Agnew,

Bass holds to the opinion that "similar qualities in the t speeches

/

suggest certain constants operating within the two rhetorical situations";

tr*atments of the apologetic' genre by Willa and by Harrell, Ware and

LinAmgel.also Use situation aa the primal locus of genre, the latter writers

taking tbe position that "apology is a genre distinguished by the exigencx.

which calls it forth"; Cragan observes that many recent "rhetoric. of" have

been clasfified.40by situation"; in a critique of genre critociamp Patton

calls for more attention to "historical detaild which shape the specific

eihtext for rhetoric") Martin introduces his essay on the genre of "staged
.

withdrawal" by observing that "the elements responsible for -the iroodution
&

of a rhetorical genre bear some relationship to those Bitser has identified

in the rhetorical situation "; Reid, in,studying genre in the rhetoric of

war, afeumes that "war is an, identifiable heitorical situation. which usually
,

oallsfbrth many rhetorical endeavors addressed to various audiences and

23
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O propounding.variate po of i4ew relattnekto war"; finally, in papers

4

r

. presented orally as.part of a 1976 Speech Communication Association
IFF

Convention'program on "Siinifioant Form" in thetorical criticism; Simons'
J

treats "gonerifraimilaritieb" as resulting from "common oonstraints4 of

"purpose and situationrand Caneen'avera that genre is s. stylistic

response to perceived dekppds of ituations.

Two writeredeviate slightly

genre. as a response 'to aituatiab. In r essay "Antecedent Gonre

-SA Rhetorical Constraint," Janiesch(Fguesthaiera present genre may .

Originate in a paft genre (created by a "past historical context") as
4

the go al practice cc treating

well -as from an "immediate" present situation.
9

.

2
Mason carries this

train of thought one step further, asserting that while "situations may

produce a genre of rhetorice it is also possible for a genre ("a particular

type.of rhetoric") to "produce a corresponding situation."
93

As I observed earlier, with the exception of Slack's book on

rhetoiical criticism, no writer on genre, of which I am amare4aa

rNitho:

assume

propounded a systepaticand parallel account of situation. Write

base: a 'definition of gears .on the concept of sitpation tend to "

as true what is to be proton. .94- That is, they assume that the term

situation is well en ough understAod.

Yob

a sally Alb the area of genre. H

literature on situation has demon

meaning of "rhetorical situation.

deterministic responses to events
4

by

.46

to constitute a firm bastion for

my previous review of the

strafed, no consensus eAsta as to tie

" Situations heard been conceived of as

.(reality), perceptions and free decisiops

rs, responses :to audience domande or a oombination of motive

ingredients. This controversy over motive is reflected, as we have also

observed, in writers on genre. who similarly

motives is-the bource of genre.' Thus, if no

as to the meaning of situation

ails various rhetorical

nt has been reached

4
if no consensus has emirged ap

24
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the sequence.o; motivation 'in the development-. of genre, then the agreement"

that situation iToduces genre has no more subeence than a mirage.. In fact,

this chimerical Magna gharta on the situation-genre tie-in is counterproductive

for it lends a false air of stability to ns of genre which are, App

it would seem, based upon- an unsecured fqundatio The'meaning,of the

terms, taken individually, is further obscured.

A parallel process of obfuscation may be observed in the attempt to

relate situational and movement theory. Writent on movement invoke

%Attie ea:a touchstone for their treatmeht'of movement rhetoric'

't without first providing a sufficient inquiry into the dynamics of situation.

Early movement writers approached the relationship of situation and movement

with some hesitancy. Wbrks by Griffin, SimOns, Bowers and Ochs, Borman,

and Cat/part contain only oblique references to "eiigencies," "'rhetorical

problems," "situations of agitation and control," "analogous patterns"
.

of rhetorical situation, and "dramatic situatiOn."96 'By 1973, authors

Were becoming' more, confident of the alliance between. situation and

movement. Campbell writes of Ale strategies of women's liberation

rhetoric as "adaptations to a difficult rhetorical situation"; Andrews

presents. exigeiciel in and economic factors of the situation of the
. 1

working class as an explanation d'ihe rhetoric of, fle Chartist movement;

Cox seeks to define social movements "from the perspective of Bitzer's

'rhetoric'situationte" and states that the "symbolic behavior that oocure,

in a social movement is both a response to and an effort to help shape the

erhetoAcal situation' "; Smith and Windes cite Bitter for their assertion

that the spokesman for an innovational movement must make the audience

perceive the .tuation by giving presence to an exigence; in a later

t
narticle, Smith and Winder vain footnote Bitzet in connection with their

po that "mobilizational xigenciea" define the "rhetorical situation of''

movement"; Etch and Goldman view the "rhetoricaliagitational Movemeny

as coming from "interactional situations characterized by the advocacy

25
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;91 #.
. :

of and resistende,r significant change. . v . t4/

We may oenclude that situations are characteelecticaliy -viewed as being

.

the germ of movements as ,well as the founteinhead of genes. Once again, 44

writerSwho look to'alf%manner of.motive in the gegesis of movements

somehow concur that movements are situatiehal nature; Yet; since these
-

authors espouse diametrically opposed thedipies as to the motive origin

of movements, their concurrence that situation'represents a defining,

characteristic of movement is meaningless. In thiabsenceof aconsistent

approach to rhetorical motive, it is impossible to determine preasely what

kind of situation the authors view as being responsible for movements.

Failure.to confront the controversy over the origin of atuation once more

leads to difficulty when situation is used as the-Siais$ the

conceptualleatimof another rhetorical. ..time.

ThegenreNmovement connection is velitienAhip which has

received attenikon,in recent essays. The overlap between genre and movement

It. results, basica-1JY, from thi treatment of movement rhetoric as belonging

.1;;;0

to one or more "rhetorics of": protest and npral conflicto.in partibular.

As was the case with the situation-movement connectionj*rly descriptions

of the commonalities of genre and movement tend to be somewhat terse and

4

tentative. driffin's 1952 essay refers to possible pilttArns or

"configuratiOns of public discussion" which may- recur "like movements";

Griffin's 1969 essay looks to the ability of movement oratorsto use

various "forms" of communication (i.e., literary genies) such as speeches,

essays, songs novels etc.; citing Rosenfield' a essay, s Bormann writes

of the possibility for an -"analog criticism of the rhetoric of abolition

1

and-of contemporary blabk,rhetorics"; Cathcart observes that'll: movement

is a form -related to a rationale end% purpose"; andlandt treats 'both

ancient and modern cynics (users of the genre of diatibe) as Ohatitniiing

respective rtetoridal moilMente.98 Later essays assert a more explicit
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t

movement-genre relationship., Chesebro advocates the generic study of

'groups cif-speakers.- He believie.that ,movements such 'as civil rig 4s, black

Jpowervantiugar- and women's liberation V. contain generic patterns.99 In
tt

. a later article pheeebro and Hmnsher elaborate upon.thdipoint, writing
st

that nthe_contept of 'a-movement is a more useful starting perint for
0

generating rhetorical genres . . (becalms] the rhetoric of a movement

revaiit cahmdn rhetoricalcharacteristics employed by multiple speakers

'
before multiple audiAncea."

10 0
Articles by Campbell and by Hope treat

the rhetoric of women's liberation as alenre.1 Smith and Windes,
-0, -

however, disagree, arguing tilit because the rhetoricof,womenle,liberation.

is'contains few mobilizational appeals,- the rhetOric is genetic but not

102
movement-oriented.

,. ,

4. What, emerges, then,, is a notion that the rhetoric Of.oettaili types

of"movements attains generic status in view of splistic regularities. 'let,

'since no consensus has-emerged ael-to the rhetbrical-role 'of motive in either

genres or movements,:Wwpositing of -a genre- movement tie-in' has only limited

utility Lithe development of_ rhetorical' theory. 'Hems& rhetors.may,
a

indeed-, eons to rely on characteristic strategies.. But, until'critics

gain a clear notion as to how movements are motivated, and"as_to how

genres 'are formed, we will profit but little from' the observationthat the

two ten; share certain surface inutualities.

Toward an Integrated Definition of

Situation; Genre and Movement

proceeding review of the literature of genreand' --

.1. . .

suggesti requirements for successfully defining the. terms
, . - 0 -, -.°

ipdi ally and synthetically. Direpancies between and among the. 431";i
, ,

a

.1sYs.

,

OVA ;' .
definItions point to rhetoficaLmotiti as the-keyissuein coming 4i-

-withsituation, genre and koveient. As Jakieson.notelthe qpestio

the extents to which rhetorical response* determtned by'sitfairtc;
.

27'
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expectations, antecedent rhetoric or other factors requires determined

inquiry."
1
c
0,

We may enlarge upon her observation and postulate a grammar

of motives which includes el:I:nits, rhetors (intentions, perceptions,

language;Shoices), audience (perception, need, demand, expeCtation),,

style (antecedent rhetoric) and critic. Each of these factors has been

cited as the Urns of situational, ge neric and movement strategy.

Risolving.the problem of rhetorical motive presupposes that ye find answers

to at least three questions: (1) do rhetors function freely or is their

behavior determined by factopsgithe environment such as events or._

audiences? (2) is the rhetorical situation a "reality out there" or does .

.
situation exist only on the basis or rhetor/audience/critic-perce3 ?

and (3) what is the relative importance of style vfraus rhetorical mo ve

in definitions of genre, in particular?

In addition to coming to tips with motives, .a successful definition

should be integrative. That is, it should delineate the relationships among

situation, genre and movement.. In this connection, we may also observe

the prisence.of a _consensus-Of-sorts in the literature. No one has

asSert4 tOkmy`knowledge, that the three are completely independent terms:
. )

4,TJM tact, most recent writers assume that ,.he concep ts are closely allied.

e literaturesreview, therefore, sets forth the tasks to be undebtakeh.in

8 the final 'portion:of this essay. In the following pages I will present

definition:II of situation;. genre and movement together with axioms detailing

40
the connections existing among the three concepts.

)

The Rhetorical situation .

A:rhetorical sit ,ion maybe best understood, I think, as being

somet4ng whic4 is defined by a need for discourse felt ty a group of

individuals. The rhetorical audience'issiade up of those who flee
. .,

o ,

need and who have an expectation that the need will be met. while it is
-,. .

cr02on for audience-members- to share both time .and apace, such is not a

.
---.. ... . . 2$ i1'
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liessary condition for meAPOrship in the rhetoriCal audience. From the
4

point of ttew of a rhetor, however, the audience must share time, if not
b

41"` t

space, with the person from whom comunication is demanded. _Rhetorical:

needetas perceived by aset of audito may:originate in one or more ways. .

lb Events may be a source of rhetl need. In the case of John F. Kennedy's
. /

assassination, the audience's need for communication are largely from

,
what Bitzer would call a "publicly observable historical fact." 4:hunger

of Englishmen who supported repeal of the -corn lasts is also anvexample of

need arising, at least in part, from sook120,reality:
1

14 The need of

/
audience.may, also, result primarily from rhetor intention--the

communicator's linguistic construction of\reality and his conferring of

presence on "facts:, For example, in the situations of industrial

.pollution and.of the Cuban missile crisis, decisions by rhetors to emphasise

certain aspects of reality were instrumental in creating a state ofan4ety

1in a group of auditors. Rhetard create anxiety, by using the

problem - solution structure of discourse in which a need is established, via

linguistic emphasis, and is alleviated rhetor ly. The Molding of,

such a scenario maibe observed in recent advertisements for home smoke

. deecbr fire alarms. Advertisers desirous dmarleting this product have

found it necessary to, give rhetorical presence:to the problem' of home fires

and to the product which they-offer as a solution to this problem: Finally,

the need of the listeners may proceed primarily from particular characteristics

of t4e audience. That is, we may postulate that t ealiRg of need by

.individuals will vary even given the same events and rhetor emphases. The

need for discourse about pollution felt ior a group of industrialists

wouldbe strongLy affected by factors of the group members' occupational

affiliatia. Thus, the.expectations-ffan audience may originate partly

from individUal charaoterietics..

Throughout 'the remainder of- this easy,' will .use the term emjience to

29
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denote an audience-perceived need for communication. To elaborate on an
. . ..

earlier point,those who'share the feeaing ofexigence constitute the ,

- andielde. Ile. ineed to center"t0e exigence in audience perceppion even'

li

though that perception is affected by events and rhetors. By acknowledging

audience perception we are, it7the sometime, highlighting the ability of"

auditOrs to exert it'least some control on the structure of discourses

through the process of reward and punishment. Such a view of exigence

as audience perception and demand is consistent with_ traditional

assumptions, of the speech ccuimmication fiel.d that (1) messages are' Al.

vir

"adapted" to aWiences(assuming that a rh for desires Somhthing from his 4!

. -

andismce)4 (2) rhetors are free to endode ssages but are also mindful

4 *
of what is likely to win acceptince from t audience,-and13) both-

rhetors and'audiencei are capable of intell nt, purposeful behavior

which is at least partially free from the c ntrol of the objective

environment.

Once discourse has been called for by Oh audience's perception of

exigence, communication it subject to control by the audience. The

audience enforces constraints which limit the freedom of the rhetor,

assumintthit the rhetor seeks to influence.the audience. We may define
4

constraints as the audience's control over the content of communication

tii means of its ability to reward and punish. It seems apparent that

7 constraints,matarT from specific to general and from strong to Weak.

.

1 .

,,: Constraints on =stage structure are specific and strong when the audience
)

perceives, clearly,sthe nature of the. message which is required to

alleviate the ealgence.,,,Constraints are of three types:; (1) the audience's.
. _, ,

knOwledge of fi4its,'(2Z the audience's interpretation of 'reay as
,

*bodied in attitudes or attitude systems (ideologies), and (3) the values
4

held bgnthe audience. Since it is likely that there- will be differences
,

in, the beliefs, -attitudes and values held` by the persons who feel the
, .

30
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emigende, it follows that subaudiences will exist within the general`rhetoricaI

audience. The content demands will be different for the various subaudiences.
:14- _

That is, while the members of the rhetorical audience. are united by their-

commontfeelinge of need for communication,. the meters may be segregated

into sUb!loiary groups on the basis of different expectations as to the

u.contentW a "fitting" communication.. The need for, communication 'about the

lietnamWar, in 1968, will serve as an example of the different constraints

on c uteht which are placed by subaudiences. Sobs of those who demanded

infOrmation on the subject of the war expected a "hawkish"'speech which

advocated a more aggressive pursuit of victory. 'Otherss who possessed

differing beliefs, attitudes, and values relative to the rietnamWar,,

demanded "dovish" messages in which withdrawal from the conflict was

advocated. One can imagine that the hawks and dovescoup be further

discriminated into more microscopic subaudiences. For instance, among

the extremi'doves there probably existed a subgroup for whom the 'removal

of exigence required a message advocating immediate yithdrawaland recognition

of the National Liberatiau'Fro.nt (Piet Gong) :,as..the, legitimate govetnment,

of South Vietnam:. Thus, while I wi l occasionally-use the term "audience/

in its si ular form, it-should be remembered that azitcaudience will likely

consist, of a number of distinguishable subgrops and that the same message

will be ,received differently by these subaudirodces in view of their various

4 .

t--

content; expectations.

Rhetorical audiences' use rewards and punishments as a lama of enforoing

their demands as to message content. When the rhitor removes or alleviates

the audience's exigence, then he is rewarded with such incentives as app ens.,

laughter,.ilincres5ed sales, votes, etc. If the rhetor ignores or deviates

1/41

.-vArImprri*ielisontent constraints, he will ligoly not receive any rewards and

he may hind certain-unpleasant COnsequencesres4ting from his rhetorical

act. Notwithstanding the power of audiences to reward and punish; the
%
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rhetor'is free to.structure discourse so as to attempt a modification of

audience deed. 1ut, whin the rhetor seeks to create or modify the exigence,

4IP
.he riskslonishMent., Evidence of the reality of constraints may be found

. .

in thieffortsbylhetous to useinaudience apalysisu as ameans for

predicting the effects of variations in message structure. The communicator
7

actively searches-but those beliefs; attitudes sad values of the audience

=

a

which pertain to his goal. Having identified the content demands of the

audience, the rhetor has a number of choices in structuring his message.
1 '

He may choose (1) to adapt his purpose and structure so as td.reflec4in
gr.

100' audience constraints, (2) to structure his message in such &lay as
4

to modify audienc constraints' and bring these cdnstraints.iAgl

with his purpose and outlook, or (3) to- oppose or even flauptihek -.,

audiences cbnbent expectations and demands. Any attempt to modify or

reverse Astrong end specific constraints carries with it a mem:in amount

ignment

of rise However; rhetorical -theory provides the speaker with a nuMber of

structural approaches which allow risk reduction: .e.g., the rhetor may

minimize the dangers by identifying elements of agreement between-himself

and the audience and only gradually work !Anuirdpoints of disagreement.

relevant to the point of challenging constraints, we.must remember that

ihe rhetor hasa great deal freedom to structure his message in those

situations in which- (1) the audience possesses few specific beliefs,

attitudes and values, relative to the subject, or (2) audience constraints

mp are either diffuse or nottrongt held. Despite the latitudes of freedom

possessed birhetors,. we must.rememberothat the audience is always the

ultimate agency of control in the rhetorical situation. The audience's.

-Tower to demand, constrain, reward and punish is omnipresent, even though

audiences may often defer toepeakers. The very fact that a speaker'

structures his message with a view toward the audience demonstrates the

potency of constraints,

*. 32'
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in addition to those constraints imposed by the rhetorical audience
). ,

ifi' may apeik otcertain.Seconci&y constraints imposed by a secondary'-
. .

'' audience. Secondary constraints are those demands and expectations

the rhetorical crig. While critical judgments ere heceearily based on
.

human, perception, we may,nevertheless, view the judgment of history as.

something more objective than the demands and expectations of thg ammedite

audience. Using Perelman and OlOrechts-Tytecals teejhblogy.,1°6 we may

view the critical audilece as the-universal audience. Some time:marelapte

, ,before critical opinion becomes uniform on the matter Of arhetorls
.7F ,

behavior. And, in fact, the universal audience often exists in potential'

rather than actuality. However% the critic's ability to amt as a secondary

-judge of communication implies that the rhetorical situation includes a

secondary exigence--the critic's need for a moral and Valid message- and

his assessment of the effectiveness of actual and potential, message strategies

given the situation.' When the critic 118e2( the truth or;ethics standards,

he judgeshe morality, of the rhetor's message. When the critic uses

-theivalidity or effective9ess standards, he searches out, respectively, the

logical correctness and the.actUal effects of the message. I believe that

it, is'importapt to consider the critic-as-audience, 'prec4pely because

' A
speakers may feel constrained not onlyrbyithe immediate rhetorical audience,

but also by the judgment of posterity. In'addition to communicating for

immediate strategic objectives, rhetors may posture for a place' in history.

This possibility, together with the very real. observation that Critics

?nen interpret messages differently than audiences, suggests that the,

concepts of secondary audience, exigence and constraint deserTe attention.

'In sum; we may define the rhetorical situation to be a context (existing

at a point in time from the perspective Of an'individual speaker) in which

certain individuals (the audience) perceive an exigence.or.need for

communication, constrain message content and. reward or punish rhetors on

. . the basis' of adherence to details of audience need. While the audience is

33
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the primal eleurt in this scenario, we have Observeda twofald role for

the rhetor. Onthe one hand, till rhetor functions rhetorically (forgive/

'the redundancy 17,9ka*ent'to this term) in that', seeking to in adherence,'

he adapts his messaie to viciisitudes.:of the audience's need for content

(i.e., the.constraints). Norwever, as-a free, thinNindbeing, the. rhetor may
.

elect to modify the exigence andfOr deviate from the constraints. In

so' far as :a rhetor is, able to construct discourse td 'meet his own11.6..ec..1,s__

,he functioni as a pod. In'the role of dioet, the speaker does not
e

construct commnication for the benefit of41110utside audience. Rather.

:,the rhetor-as-poet makes himself the audience. As i-poetic productioni

a discourse is

point of view,

an auditor.
1°7

complete when oreat,by;the artist, whereas,from a rhetorical

a jet of symbols becomes a message when it is addressed to
.

'I ,,,*---4
.

In reality', of courqf, the Speaker functions simultaneously

f as rhetorician and poet, so that the structure of almost all messages

contains the interplay of rhetor intention and audience demand. Yet,

this differentiatiOn between the ,poetic and rhetorical roles of communicators

helps 'to shape a response to the issue of free will versus determinism in

the literature on situation. As a rhetorical and poetiebeing, the

ar!ier is 'simultaneously free and undiee. At_9mes; the rhetor appisarsto.

heed, no counsel buthis own,while,. at other points, the rhetor functions

mimetically. We may postulate, therefore, thit the audience does not

constrain the rhetor'in a deterministic fashion. As afeeling, thinking

entity, the communicator, to a certain extent, isahleto differentiate his

will fr4*iiiat of tbe-audiende. Given that the rhetor maylacmFboth his

own mind as well as that of his auditors, he possesses two' kinds of

freedoms: '(1) the ability to respondtcyhisown:needs, neglecting the

_,,dastande of an outside audience and the ability to attempt a reconciliation

between his own intentions and the needs of his listeners. this notion'ef

the speaker as a free, perceiver and choiceoMaker, together with my earlier

34
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arguments that (1) the exigence is a perceived need and (2) that-constraints

4
'involve attitudes hIld values in addition to knowledge of facts, helps to

form my andwer to another question about the nature of the rhetorical

situation. MyaccOunt of the rhetoilcal situation assumes thht a situation
k

is not a realitemMeut,there" but that the situation exists as a personal

reality foZ audiSnces, suba es, rhetors and critics

The Rhetorical Genre

In-my account of the rhetorical situation, I asserted that'the

rhetorical audience has two kinds of expectations with respect to a message.

By definition, the audience is made up of only thoie who( feel a need for

communication of sometro (i.e., those for whom the exigence is a

reality). Additionally, subaudienceS exist on the basis of 'differing

needs, expectations or demands for message content.(i.e., stbaudiences

.

impose differing constraints). Thf possible existences of a third kind'

Of audience expectation--an expectation of form--brings us 'to the subject

of rhetorical genre. The ability of an audtende to have strong needs

for,or'expectaCions ofothe fOrm of communication makes possible the

phenomenon of rhetorical genre. We may define rhetoricaligenCe as an.

espectation of andldemand by the- audience for ritual behavior on the part

of the rhetor. This conception, of rhetorical genre ,both includes and

ends rhetorical situation. Gdner subsumes situation because a

for cormamdcatpn itself must necessarily predede or at least

aommtNtly_a demand as to the fdrm of the Oommunipation. ,But, while genre

s situational, it entails more than an undifferentiated exigence. An

audience's needorieneric discourse requires that the rhetor provide a

ritualistic message structure.' That is, in the phenomenon of-genre,

situational oontent demands (constraints) become so specific as to

constitute requirements-Of form. To be sure, the distinction between.

35
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°content led form is snot easily made and, as Griffin notes, l'form is content"

08
in rhetorical acts.

1

. Yeti, we may distinguish between the audience 's

demands for content and for form by postulating that when the demand for

content becomes so specific as to imply expectations of particular words,

Iphrasee and sequences, then we have marked a transition from content to form.
.

For instance, when one approaches an acquaintance, the acquaintance expects..

to have his presence acknowlafted. Hovevir, the frequent recurrence of

this situation has resulted in characteristic content constraints (pertaining

to the exigence of acknowledgement) which are so prescribed as to be

demands of form. Rubrics of the greeting ritual include requirements as

4
to words, gestures, length of interaction, etc, terneric demands, which I

shall call rubrics are, then, a mere elaborate form of situational constraint.

Generic rubrics are demands 4or specific ritual behavior. The terms genre

. -

and ritual are, then, equivalent since both'denote an audience's knowledge

of and expectation for a pattern of appropriate behavior.109 The connection

between situation and genre results from the fact that therhetor

(exigence fe ) audience maysimultaneously act as a generic (rituale

demanding) 'audiened.

.-

As :Jamieson has obiterved, the process by which audiences demand and

redloise genre is -not! well Understood
.110

Yet, we 'say assume that,riimis

exist because human beings possess learnedbehavior patterns. It is not

OP

by accident that rituals are associated with cultures, because it is the

proces4(of inculturation.which sensitizes individuals to the appropriate

forms Abehavior. As Gronbeck notes, "both interpersonal and public

communication rituals seem governs(/' by rules or eulturaftraditions."1".

Duncan cites the Chinese belief that "r s are-the orderly ekpressione

feelings appropriate to a social situation,' and hp **adzes the

concomitant importance of the rUhrice for Performing the ritual, ndting that .

how rituals were performed determined their effect.112 Vevas ib'Prqpibly

36
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that audience, cannot hold the rhetor accountable to specific ritual rubrics.
1 3

A' A

But.,:if an audience is sensitive to the genre, then the audience may view

certain riital forme of behavior as prerequisites for the removal of

exigence. The basic generic scenario is as follows: through inculturation,

individuals are sensitized to appropriate context -bound behavior patterns;

having notions of what constitutes appropriate behavior, individuals
-

frequently encounter situations in which the culture has prescribed

a partiCuier ritual for the alleviation of exigence; thus, the audience

d i ds certain communication behaviors (forms of action) from the rhetor

and holds him accountable for the fulfillment of the rubrics.

Our culture and its attendant subcultures are a repository of

familiar ritual forms including greeting, courtship, exorcism, marriage,

ordination/sponsorship (the laying on of hands), eulogy, confession,

sermonizing, apology, conciliation, and

sermonizing, or suading, the rubrics

so on. In some ritual's, Such as

are less precise. The distiACtion

between closely awn looely-drawn"ritual rubrics suggests t4t an

overlapping ofyituals may be discovered. TO take an example

of genres familiar to communication scholars, we may observe/plat the genre

1 14
of the "campaign speech"- , is subsumed by the genre of the 'deliberative.

.

speech,"
115

which, in turn, is a member of the phyla "speech"

(follbwing the Aristotelian tradition that eXpository speeches are a

communication form distinguishable fr6m poetry or drama). The familial

nature of genres gives credence to fleichertis assertion that the pursuit

of Autuallreiclusive genres is illusery,
116

This description of gfilre as ritual suggests that a generic-production

is an outgrowth of the rhetorical situation since the demand for generic

rubrics is a need by an audience relative to an exigence. Ftrther, generic,

rubrics of forM are tint an elaboration of situational constraints on edntent.,

3"'
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.We have now to search out the origins of generic rubrics and their.effect

on rhetol-s. Given'tbe close connection betweei constraints and rubrics,

it follows that the audience'sAdsaland for adherence to rubrics is traceable
.4

to events, rhetprs and particular (in this case, cultural) characteristics

of the audience. The occasion of Edward Ke;nnedy's "Chappiquiddick" speech'

will serve to illustrate the interabtion of event, rhetor and audience in

the-formation of ritual demands within the context of i rhetorical situation.

The peculiar circumstances (events) surrounding Kennedy's automobile

acdideht on the night of July 1831969 served'as a catalyst for audience

, expectations that either a confession or an apology would be forthcoming

1
on Kennedy's part. The audience's need for a, confession or apology is

rooted, in cultural norms. A young woman was dead, a curious delay in

the reporting of an accident had taken place, and the responsible agent

(Kennedy) held a position of high trust. All of these factors triggered the
. .

audience's concern for life and knowledge of responsible,, moral behavior.

Given the apparent lapses in responsibl p moral behav).or, theiculture107/
L--

----,

demanded that Kennedy either confess guilt or profess innocence (apologize).117

The
4

interaction of facts and cultural aspects of the audience produced a

demand for a certain form (in this case, forms) of discourse in addition

to.aemands for communication with a particular content. AEI a Tiber of the

same culture as his audience, KennedTas probably aware of the exigence/
'.

I

constraints and rtbAcs. Given Kennedy's intention to defend himsollf

from charges of immorality and negligence, he choose to invoke the ritual

of apology rather than that of confession. 41-dle annedy's intention helped

to shape the rubrics of the apologetic ritual he choose, s freedom

was46;tedib.,7-6Xpectations. That is, he probably realized 'that a canpaign

speech or an inaugural address would likely not be well received, Thus,

hedmehoo words, facial expressionsl.phreses, gestures and sequences

appropria to the apologetic ritual. In the Chappiquiddick speech, we see

33
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the interaction of situation and genre. The audience felt an exigence

and demanded certain featured of content. Fbr instance,' Kennedy had to

account for his sharing transportation with Miss Kopechrie. Hebrew,

because Of cultural norms relative to death, family, etc., the audience

had expectations of form as well as content. Kennedy was expected to

confess (affirm guilt, express sorrow, ask for forgiveness) or to )

, .
k

apologize (deny, differentiates bolster and:/or traAcend).
118

Kennedy wits

aware of the'exigence, constraints and rubrics; but, even though he

sought to fulfill the audience's needs, he still posdessed some margins

of free choice. That is, exigencies, constraints and rubrictbind the

rhetor, but do not imiison him. Kennedy had the freedom to choose'

between at'least'tmo genres and, even though there exist standard rubrics

for these genres, he still had some ability to shape the structure of his
A

vindioation.

'flbis account of Kennedy's rhetorical behavior as a generic orator

supplies evidence that the generically-constrained speaker functions

rhetorically and poetically. By virtue of its residence in a uation,

a generic work is constructed to fit the rubrics of an a -demanded

ritual. When the audience expects an apology, the audience hee a

'message to the ripognized rubrics of apology,"rewardipg appropriate

behavior and,puriishing deviations., The audience decides whether a speech

fulfills the requirements established for apologies. However, as a poet,_,

0
the speaker has alreedom both to Choose rituals and to heed/ignore

rubrics of the chosen ritual. For instance, in his nationally-televised

A

speech introducinuSargent Shriver as the new 1972 Demodratic Vice Presidential

candidate (replacing Thomas-Eagleton), George McGovern faced an audience

whiqh probably expected the sponsorship rituaAr. Buts instead of.merely*

introducing and,praising Shriver, McGovern delivered a campaign address-
. 40

:replete With'attacks on the Nixon Administration. McGovern delivered a

39 A .
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speech which conformed to the rubrics'of two genres. To be sure, the

audiencelerdemanefor genre was probably vague in this instance and, indeed,

many may actually-have expected a campaign address. But, this example ,

'suggests that rhetors are able to attempt an altering of ritual expectations

or to deviate from customary rubrics of a gietitritual. Such choices,

.of course, carry with them a risk of failure.111

This narration suggests that discourses undergo a-threefold generic

classification. Works -are assigned to genres by audiences, rhetors and

criticsi"Accordingly, differences may exist as to perceptionsof the ,

generic title of a givencomposition.126 Yet, wZle a rhetolitay

influence his audience's expectations by publicly titling his work,1 aRa
21_

--
while the critic is a creatorreator oi genres

1 22
who also helps educate the

aence as to the range and rubrics of a culture's rituals, the audience
4

retains ultimate control over generic classification. In a given period .

of time and from the perspective of a rhetor, tlte, audience knows genre;

recognizes genre, demands genre.andl finally, assigns a generic title
4*

to messages. ., I. , 0i
- Rhetorical genre is defined, ,then, not by the existence of similtp,..,'

mebsagei,but by the origin of s h simiiftrities in culturally-inaced

demands for ritualS which are e led accor ing to prescribed ruorics.
4

.

-Although cultures evolve and, consequently genres.undergo modificat,on, .

generic categories exist as a priori classific%one'vhich are known to

the audience., rhetor and critft. e*ic titles andassociated rubrics,

such as in the greeting, confession' or volegetic rituals, are known to.
4.

. the members of a culture, even if this knowledge is frequently below the
sib

threshold of. consciousness. Yet,'because the rhetor is a poetic as. well as

a rhetorical being, the generic demands are not absolutely binding. The

%

communicator may choose.uwi style, rituals to suit himself realizing, of

Cours:e:4 that inappropriate behavior may be punited.

1\\

4
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The iihettirical 'Movement .

. II

. ,

Az.

;

In my review of the. literature on movement rhetoric I noted that

mOvements have been treated as Possessing_both 'Situational and Oneri

t_ratts. While the relatiOnshipe have remained,'I think, acmlewhat'obBcure,
.

= I agreeLt4 A definition of movement must be closely tied t4 definitions-

otsituation and genre. Consequent*, I define a rhetorical movement as,,
.

being a situation in which Mass participation rhetoric is creat ed by.and

/-temy e which expects. (needs) 'such 'communication. A movement

occ an ,audience (1) perceives a need for communication (feels an

, .

exigence) ,of a particular content and/or form, (2). is frustted in that

. ArAt * A,
u.

expectation becalecno,rhetors' come forth to meet the' Wiently

and, thus (3) the audience itself rises *it meet the' need. The ,movement

become a ritual,of'self-assertiom in M..ch the movement participants are

their mm best audience; While a movement m5ralOttpe persuasive ,claims'-
.

emto an ~ outside. group of auditors, the moyement membc(rs may be Viewed 'asthe
/

origiAl audience. The nature of a movement is self-assertion helps to

explain whylovement rhet9ic is often nonconciliatory. Given that the ,

members desire to express personal convictions, they dhoose to symboliCally

.ireward themselves rather than tolAdhere tehe need foi conciliatory

cligr
. '

ation of an "outside', audience. -Movementifollowers hve' been

frustrated 1py, an exigence,

communication in which ,the

sathey,,Areatg themselves. to exigence-relieving
/ -de -*

Constraints and rubriCS ne of. their own Malang.

The belf-expressiye functiOn of movement rhetpric has been long re00
gaiwil23

4

ind:this.observation helps to explain certain features of movements, such

as yeir rapid emergenceand the meteoric rise of movement leaders. Since.
.

fp,

movements are organized arolitnd certain specific symbolic and material

needs, it ofte follows that moVement4ecline rapidly when the needs hare

bak.teilizece GI

neUS of movement followers may be seen to arise from throe Seto
, )

-4-1
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sovrcess (1) events, such as the Vietnam War or buSing, '(2)'rhetor

agitation as when a particularly vocal individual or individuals stimulate

an. audience's perception of eXigenarand (3) special features of the audience;

such as the listener's being subject to the "draft" or having three children

who area:wig/led to be bu sed to three separate schools. Because a,
.

movement originates in a shared peeling of indi ually-perceived exigence,

' the movemmt.epdompabseq the situation. Because. the demands of the

movement participants (the original audience of a movement) imply features

.

of contiKaneform we...mar postulate,that there exist dertaia-tenres of'

movement rhettrip: confrontatiin, diatribe, moral demand; etc.124

..

,
The observation,th'at particular dividuals may playa pivotal, role

A , 4,fithe.develoPment of & movement s thd4( leadership is an omnipresent,

4 feature of theimovemerit. Although as participat4p and Ocw Level of 1

44,

status differentiation are characteristic features of the. movement (when
.

..
.

.,. / ,

lompirel to the formal4anizationh movements take on elements of

i

tructuree, Those best able to articaltsf"the message-1(01..6., to provide, .

f..

the ecessail symbolic ewards to the, participants)' to rhetorical- ''

-leadership
.125,

W hi 1 "the word is Made fleahl in :the pereon of the leader,.

it.reitiains true that the leader risponais needs:ofjihe,movem-net.;
, 7 4

tiis primary audience. In fact, because the cOnflUence of the4ndividual

,needs of partipipints Creates a: movement persona; the leader finds. it
.

4$FfiquIt to deviate from the moVementls rhetorical center of mass.
wsk. .

aye written of the moveMeht 0 providing symbolic

rewards for the participantb. Yet, in additio :io'cleselfing symbolic

,,

,(rI.4t.oricif) remedies folan exigence (e.g.,- speeches or anti

busing speeches), the members of a movement of desire to effect a

physical "change in the environment (end the'Wari stop busing forCracial

-

balance). Since neither the members nor the' leaders 'ore movement may
,

directly bhange Vat aspec the .environment widththey find offeniivi °

. 44t 42
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(if they could, theh a movement,wouldbe unnecessary), the leaders And

participants frequently find it necessary to address claims to an "outside"

audience. Also, since the existence of a movement necessarily creies

expectation in an outside' audience, there exists a second reasoirfor the

movement.to address communication to the outside. Tbahneed to communicate

with' external elements peesenia a dilemma for the movement; especially for

the leaders. As Simons observes, appeals designed to fire imagination

of participants (the original audience) may deviate from d= (in the

form of exigencies, constraints and rubrics) made by tle external litteners.

Similarly, efforts to condiliatePoutside groups may reduce the torile

-
Of .the Participants.126, . The -Cblution to this dilemma depends on the

ability of paracjiantplOacrifice symbolic rewards for material ones.

Participants of Vovemeht whose gobs deviate sharply from the status

of the present. system will probably not accept concilialbn with outside N._

.foroes'(i.e.I'meeting the needs of outsiders) unless this act of self-denial

is followed quickly by material rewards.(changes in the enalionment).

Even if this is the case, purists may still refuse to accept substitution

of,,material for :ymolic incentive.

A
The p eceding.analysis imovement rhetoric, reveals, once again,

A

the poetic rhetorical" roles of speakers. Ash poets, the members of a

movement may ,construcemessages to please their own needs to the neglect

of expectations by others. As rhetorical beings, movement participants'

may allow their rhetoric to be structured in accordance with exigencies,

. constraints and rubrics irdpised by external audiences. This scenario

, further complicated by the distinction, within the movement itself, between.

.

leaders and followers. Thus, movement rhetoric takes plice in a context

containing two laip rhetorical audiences (original; external) and two

7-----lisemi-indepehdent rhetors (the persona of the movement; the leaders of th&

Ab

movement).- There.exiSts an ever-present potential conflict between the

,
.).

.

.--.-!. . : All_. \a %
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inception (and survival) of,a rhetorical movement anthe "successful"

propagation byJhe movement .0f its claims to outside elements.

The definitionoveraent as a mats participation rhetoric of

-self-as4ortion "which may or ma56 not involve an outwaad propagation)

imply 'I tlielYwe cannot equate the terms "movement" and 4oyement rhetoric"

as'Cat would have us do.127 As Was the caseswit 7definitions of

iltuation a l genre, I see a need to treat the inovem and iii

as enzamthing-whicii, originates in auualiencell expectation and in which

communi.cators operate poetically and rhetorically.

Conclusion

Owing to VI extensive literature on situ ion, genre and movement, 1 ,,

together with the/thorny i s in and relat hips among the terms; this
..._

essay has become a rather e> ended- :nideator. /et, to return, to the agendas
, . -I

, efe
which I Set foith in UT, intrit uctten'and in the literature review, I

di

believe that the outcomes of this inquiry ?nay be briefly stated. Because

the many definitidns. situaii*, genre /and movement have been based ',,40 i, ..

. on differing conceptions" of-rietoricaP 4:rtasivet there is reason to attempt

fresh inquiries in t.0 the mesiiing1)4'02ese terms. Because of the apparent. -

IP
U s *close, connections among the 'three concepts and because of, oonfion, _. ..

surrounding efforts to re1 ti* thelfe is suppoO'for. ray action -,-
/

that only integrative def11 itioLs be satisfactory. on`-a. system

in which the audierida axle as the ,prime rhetorical motive, I have presented

a conception of ihetoreas both rhetorical and poetic be The.

situational rhet9r ,recognizee demands- (exigence and 'Constraints) of-..
. .

the audience and constructs messages which; at once, pek to satisfy and

to' aidify the audience. The generic+, patdr observe: in his auditors a

need f6r communication (exigence), a corrispo
410t

(constraints), toge;t.her with a need for rheto
1 ..41.

44

r
ed for contentntent

al forai (ritual 2,1.1brics).
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The movement speaker (the masses and/or the leader) view's his own needs

for communication, content and ritual as primary; but alsols mindful 5
.44144a

of both the expectations and rewards held by outside audiences.' Throughout -

this scenario; the power'of the audience to demand communication and to

.
judge its appropriateness, relative to exigence, constraints and rubrics,

-is paramount.

_ __To be sure, this essay-has not soived all of the -61%pliaations

Of situational, generic and movement theory. But I hope to have at least

pointed the way toward-aeolution:----What is needed, in, my view, are bore

-theoretical and case study inquiries into the functioning of rhetorical

AW
motive, the-nature of demands by audiees, the poetic and rhetorical

behavior of speakers and the relationships of situational, generic

and movement phenomena%

45
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